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Chug Chug Tractor Dk Board Books
A first introduction for toddlers who love tractors! Beep!
Beep! Follow the busy tractor around the farm in this first
introduction to tractors. With layered die-cuts, fun facts,
and a mouse to find on every spread!
Introduces children to the different types of tractors and
heavy machinery, including plows and front-end loaders as
well as their functions.
Share a love of reading with your child with this fun-filled
book about first words. This interactive book features bold
pop-ups that make pictures jump from the pages when the
flaps are lifted. With fun surprises on every page, Pop-Up
Peekaboo: First Words enhances the reading experience and
builds an early learning foundation. As young children
explore the spreads, they will learn to recognize, name, and
describe the pictures they see.
Babies who love science can be anything! Move over Wonder
Woman and Superman--here come Aerospace Engineer and
Particle Physicist! Baby loves to explore the world of
science! What's next for Baby after learning about physics,
engineering, computers, and the natural world? Becoming a
scientist of course! In this fun look at several scientific
careers, parents and children can talk about different
science fields and the everyday heroes that work in them.
Beautiful, visually stimulating illustrations complement ageappropriate language to encourage baby's sense of wonder.
Parents and caregivers may learn a thing or two as well.
Hello, World! Reptiles
The Tractor Book
Eco Baby: Where Are You Koala?
My Best Pop-up Noisy Train Book
An Encyclopedia on Every Page
Enjoy this narrative about the history and developments of the
manufacture of chocolate - its origins from a tree in the
rainforest to a treat that most people enjoy. Encourage your
child to discover the story behind their favourite treat. Help
your child develop reading confidence quickly and easily.
Captivating stories and complex sentence structures for children
who can read on their own and are developing a desire to read
for fun.
Take your finger and trace! Little Fish invites little fans to
get a feel for shapes in an adorable early concept book.
Sometimes the best way to learn something new is with a hands-on
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approach -- and in this sweet board book, the bold colors and
friendly rhymes of a Little Fish story make the task go
swimmingly. Little ones will love to trace the die-cut outlines
of several simple shapes -- a circle, square, triangle,
rectangle, diamond, oval, star, and heart -- while immersing
themselves in a bright undersea world.
Illustrations of a family of three bears who fish, paint Easter
eggs, and have a campout highlight the lyrics to the children's
Bible hymn "Jesus loves me." On board pages.
The perfect bedtime book from Nick East and Michelle Robinson Goodnight Princess As a little girl says goodnight to her
dressing up clothes and dolls she is transformed into a princess
in a magical realm. A beautiful rhyming text is accompanied by
atmospheric illustrations which will delight and soothe all
little girls as they snuggle up in bed. A follow-up to the
wonderful Goodnight Tractor and Goodnight Digger, this is the
perfect bedtime book. Michelle Robinson has always wanted to be
an author like her hero Roald Dahl, but all they had in common
was the same birthday and a love of chocolate. Now at last,
Michelle is a real author too. She lives in Frome, Somerset with
her husband, son and daughter. Visit her at
www.michellerobinson.co.uk. Nick East has been working as a
museum designer for the past 16 years but has always been a
storyteller, whether as a child, filling sketchbooks with quirky
characters, or as a designer displaying a collection of ancient
artifacts. Nick lives near York with his wife and two children
and, when he isn't drawing, he is out riding bikes and spending
time with his family.
How Does a Frog Grow?
Noisy Animals
Jesus Loves Me!
How It Works: Tractor
Noisy Tractor Sound Book

Chugger-chugger-chugger! Tractors are AMAZING! Look and feel
how big the tyres are. Find out what's under the bonnet. And
just listen to the noise they make! Brrrm! Brrrm! Flaps and
pop-ups, things to pull, touch, and feel, and a terrific
tractor sound button. . . this book is full of surprises!
Spot the puppy, his mother, and his animal friends have a
fun-filled day playing in the park. Movable flaps conceal
portions of the illustrations and text.
From egg to hungry caterpillar, to beautiful, fluttery
butterfly, this picture book with flaps follows the complete
life cycle of a butterfly. With sturdy board book pages and
exciting flaps to lift, it's the perfect life cycle book for
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young children. This captivating nature book will entertain
and educate preschoolers. They'll love finding out about
each life cycle stage, as they follow the fascinating
pictures and listen to the fun and friendly text.
Beautifully illustrated, the book starts by showing all
sorts of colorful butterflies. Then through the story of the
swallowtail, children learn how a butterfly grows. Close-up
photos show the mommy swallowtail laying her eggs, the tiny
caterpillar hatching and growing, and the pretty butterfly
emerging from its chrysalis. The fully grown swallowtail's
scaly, brightly patterned wings lift up from the page as
fluttery flaps, and more flaps reveal three other
caterpillars transforming into incredible butterflies and an
amazing moth. As well as the butterfly life cycle, the book
includes other butterfly facts, such as how they feed, how
they spread pollen, and how they are similar and different
to moths. Perfect for reading aloud, and with stage by stage
pictures that tell the butterfly story, every page is easy
to follow, and the combination of exciting, crystal-clear
photos and charming artwork will hold the interest of the
very young. With a friendly approach to life cycle science
for young learners, How Does a Butterfly Grow? is an
informative picture book to share and enjoy. It makes a
great educational gift.
The ideal first book to introduce tractors to toddlers, My
First Tractor is packed with colourful images and clear wordlabels to encourage early learning. Help your toddler learn
all about tractors in My First Tractors. With colourful,
bright pictures of tractors alongside clear word-labels your
little one will see ploughing and planting and a combine
harvester. From counting tractors to different coloured
tractors, My First Tractor keeps early learning simple and
fun for your little one. Perfect for encouraging children to
build vocabulary and language skills, My First Tractor helps
toddlers grasp early concepts. Your little one will love
discovering pictures of tractors while holding the chunky
pages of this tactile board book. Read it together and help
them turn the pages and learn all about tractors.
Pop-up Peekaboo First Words
Hello, World! Arctic Animals
Touch and Feel Farm
Pop-Up Peekaboo Tractor
The Definitive Visual History
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Learn from home and explore the world with these fun and
easy board books! Toddlers can learn all about the lives of
Arctic animals in the popular Hello, World! board book
series, with easy-to-understand facts about how these
incredible animals eat, sleep, camouflage, and stay warm in
such a cold environment. Hello, World! is a series designed
to introduce first nonfiction concepts to babies and
toddlers. Told in clear and easy terms ("Siberian huskies
curl into a tight ball to sleep") and featuring bright,
cheerful illustrations, Hello, World! makes learning fun for
young children. And each page offers helpful prompts for
engaging with your child. It's a perfect way to bring
science and nature into the busy world of a toddler, where
learning never stops. Look for all the books in the Hello,
World! series: •Solar System •Weather •Backyard Bugs •Birds
•Dinosaurs •My Body •How Do Apples Grow? •Ocean Life •Moon
Landing •Pets •Arctic Animals •Construction Site •Rainforest
Animals •Planet Earth •Reptiles •Cars and Trucks •Music
•Baby Animals •On the Farm
Babies will love exploring the world of farm animals through
this fun 'touch and feel' board book, perfect for very young
children. The small, padded book is ideal for little hands
to hold and the pages are full of tactile areas to explore.
Packed with adorable full-colour photos of farm animals,
this book will entertain babies time and time again.
Go on a counting adventure with your favourite animals in
this noisy board book for little ones. With six high-quality
animal sounds to press and count, easy-to-grip tabbed pages,
and lots of cute animals to meet, this interactive book will
appeal to young children and encourage early learning
skills. Give your child a head start before they start
school with this fun and educational children's book. With
this unique book children can count the animal sounds as
they press each button. Learning to count abstract things
such as sounds is part of the early years curriculum and
this book lets your child practise this skill, getting them
ready for school. Parents will love the other ways that this
noisy book supports preschool learning; the tabs encourage
little ones to turn the pages all by themselves, and joining
in with the rhyme and copying the animal noises helps
children get ready for reading. Children will love meeting
the playful animals, including one tooting elephant
squirting water, two oinking pigs splashing in the mud, and
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three lions playing chase. The lively pictures, together
with the fun rhyme, ensure that children will be eager to
return to this animal book again and again. Learning to
count and name animals has never been so much fun!
Experience all the world's wonders at once in the ultimate
children's encyclopedia. Spilling over with history,
science, space, nature, and much, much more, this visual
home reference comes complete with more than 10,000 stunning
photographs, illustrations, and maps. Every page is a miniencyclopedia at your fingertips, perfectly designed to
educate, engage, and entertain. From microscopic insects to
the Big Bang theory, Picturepedia explains every subject
under (and including) the Sun to satisfy the curious minds
of young readers. Discover the secrets of prehistoric life,
explore the inner workings of the human body, and lead an
orchestra of musical instruments through breathtaking
photographic galleries and detailed graphics that explain
every topic in incredible depth and detail. With more than
150 essential topics covered, Picturepedia is ideal for
homework, projects, or just for fun. This absolute must-have
book is the ideal gift for young people keen to know about
everything and anything.
Shapes with Little Fish
Duck on a Tractor
Press and Play
A is for Ant
Baby Loves Scientists
This charming jungle story is part of the collection of DK's noisy
books for preschoolers. Young children will love hearing animal sounds
as they lift the flaps. Growl! Howl! Animals contains lively rhymes to
help children discover life in the jungle. With 16 lift the flaps and
5 light-activated sounds, including a baby orangutan, a parrot, and a
crocodile splish-splashing, Growl! Howl! Animals combines early
learning with preschool play and is ideal for reading aloud with
babies and toddlers.
Take a first look at the amazing world of ants in this beautifully
illustrated non-fiction picture ebook, a perfect first gift for babies
and toddlers. The wonderful text and exciting illustrations by Kate
Slater will have young nature-lovers smiling in no time as they learn
fun words about ants that all begin with the letter "a". Have fun with
your little ones by pointing to the colourful illustrations that tell
the story of these awesome workers. Learn how ants work together, what
they eat, and where they live. Filled with simple, fun facts, A is for
Ant provides lots to talk about and is cleverly designed to encourage
early learners to repeat the fun a-words.
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Meet all the exciting zoo animals in Tabbed Board Books: My First Zoo.
Filled with stunning photographs and clear labels, Tabbed Board Books:
My First Zoo helps children develop first language skills by
introducing them to zoo animals. This book features 13 picture tabs
that lead to 26 pages of zoo images with clear labels, and the design
works perfectly with children's stage of educational development.
Using word games and picture tabs, Tabbed Board Books: My First Zoo
helps children learn new words and discover the world around them.
Help your toddler learn their all important first words with My First
Words. With 16-pages of colourful, bright photographs alongside clear
word-labels your little one will begin to recognise common everyday
words. Each page introduces a new area including the kitchen, bedroom,
the park and more, highlighting the key words with a bright image.
Straightforward and clear My First Words fully engages your toddler to
keep early learning simple. Perfect for encouraging children to build
vocabulary and language skills My First Words helps toddlers grasp
early concepts. Your little one will love discovering words and
language. Read it together and help them learn their first words.
My Terrific Tractor Book!
Picturepedia
A Farm
Cock-A-doodle-doo! Farm
Bright Baby Trucks
Have fun at the farm with tractors and farm animals in this lift-the-flap and popup board book for babies... Both children and parents will enjoy playing hide and
seek to discover cuddly and exciting characters: Farmer Fred is looking for his big,
red tractor; Scarecrow is waiting for the big combine harvester; and Jim Farm Cat
is up to mischief in the yellow tractor. This early learning lift-the-flap book is ideal
for preschool and hands-on play. Rhyming text encourages early word recognition,
and the colorful pop-up peekaboo surprises help develop imagination and memory
skills. This sturdy baby book will appeal to both parents and children and will keep
little ones entertained again and again!
Plowing, planting, harvesting...there's always so much to do on a farm. Thank
goodness there's a big, sturdy tractor! Our Zippy Wheels series celebrates young
children's fascination with all things "big rig," helps them learn some interesting
things about their favorites, and even comes with rotating wheels. From fire
trucks that help save lives, to dump trucks that drop heavy loads, to tractors that
help around the farm, and diggers that clear the ground, there's always something
to learn and see here.
Good Night Tractors showcases hauling fruits and vegetables, digging expansive
holes, harvesting plants and crops, churning soil, cutting grass, and more. The
many functions and uses for tractors of all shapes and sizes are explored in the
pages of this colorful board book. Little ones will love reading about how their
food is grown on the farm. From harvesting wheat to getting dirty in the mud,
Good Night Tractors highlights it all. This book is part of the bestselling Good
Night Our World series, which includes hundreds of titles exploring iconic
locations and exciting themes. Grab your things and let's hop on the tractor! It's
time to explore the farm.
Young children can find out all about how tadpoles grow in this picture book with
exciting flaps that follows the complete life cycle of a frog, and shows every
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fascinating stage. With friendly, read-aloud text, sturdy board book pages, and
surprise flaps to lift, this kid's book is the perfect animal life cycle story for young
children. This wonderful nature book will entertain and educate preschoolers.
They'll love finding out about each life cycle stage, as they follow the pictures, lift
the flaps, and listen to the friendly text. Beautifully illustrated, the book starts by
showing frogs in a garden--hiding under leaves, sitting on a lily pad, and jumping
into a pond with a splash and a plop! Then one mommy frog lays her eggs in
frogspawn, and children follow the lift-the-flap story to learn how a frog grows.
Close-up photos show the tiny tadpoles hatching, the tadpoles growing legs, then
their tails shrivelling up, and finally a little froglet grows into an adult frog.
Surprise flaps reveal the key transformations. In addition to the frog life cycle, the
book includes interesting facts, such as how to make a safe place for frogs in your
garden, how frogs are helpful to plants and the plants they like, how frogs are
different from toads, and the amazing variety of frogs found around the
world--from the Chinese flying frog and the South American blue poison dart frog
to the European agile frog and the corroboree frog from Australia. Perfect for
reading aloud, and with stage-by-stage pictures that tell the story, every page is
easy to follow, and the combination of exciting photos and charming artwork will
hold the interest of the very young. With a fun approach to life cycle science for
young learners, How Does a Frog Grow? is an informative picture book to share
and enjoy. It makes a great educational gift.
Good Night Tractors
Total Tractor!
Time to Sleep, Little One
Grandpa's Tractor
Chug Chug Tractor
The definitive visual history of the tractor The complete history of farm machinery, from
steam and vintage tractors to the latest combine harvesters is showcased in this
lavishly illustrated volume. Packed with images and tractor data on more than 200
iconic machines, The Tractor Book explores the entire range of tractors and farming
machines from around the world, such as Fordson Model F and Massey-Harris GP.
Histories of famous marques, such as John Deere and Massey Ferguson, sit alongside
immersive visual tours of celebrated machines. The Tractor Book covers how tractors
work, their history, major marques and catalogues tractors from every era making this a
must-have for anyone fascinating by these extraordinary machines.
In Where are you? Koala, wander through outback and woodland to meet a world of
amazing Australian animals like wombats and kangaroos. Can you find koala's secret
hiding place? Colourful illustrations provide a bold contrast to the natural cardboard
pages, making this a book that will stand out on the shelf. Bright habitats surround
charming animal animals, making every page a delight. Simple text is ideal for reading
aloud, or for young children just starting their reading journeys. Little readers will love
running their hands along the fun corrugated cardboard elements and tracing the cut
out sections.
New DK noisy lift-the-flap book series, with sparkly touch and feel covers Cock-adoodle-doo! Farm is a part of a new series of lift-the-flap noisy books featuring bright
colourful pictures of life on the farm, with 16 lift-the-flaps and 5 flaps with noisy farm
sounds, plus a sparkly touch and feel cover. Cock-a-doodle-doo! Farm is the perfect
animal sound book with lots of flaps and a touch-and-feel front cover. Help the little
chicks find each other on the farm and listen out for other farm sounds from cows and
pigs to the big tractor! Features crystal-clear photography and bright illustrated
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backgrounds of your toddlers favourite animals. Helpful rhyming and read-aloud text on
every page encourages early learning. With so much to look at, these lively, lift-the-flap,
noisy board books will appeal to little ones and parents.
There is lots of lift-the-flap fun to be had and four flashing sound buttons to press in
Noisy Tractor, a brilliant book for tractor-mad kids. Each spread focuses on a different
farm vehicle, with "chug-chug-chugging" and other noises to hear on the press of each
button. Lift the flaps and read the simple text to learn about the unique features on each
vehicle, and there's a simple matching activity for additional fun. Publishing alongside
Noisy Fire Engine.
My First Tractor
Goodnight Princess
How Does a Butterfly Grow?
Tabbed Board Books: My First Zoo: Let's Meet the Animals!
My First Words
Invites young readers to feel the textures of such things associated with a tractor as a wheel,
trailer, lights, tracks, chunky tires, and a shiny hood. On board pages.
A visit to a family farm with a special tractor brings back memories for a grandfather who shares
them with his grandson. Grandpa Joe takes his grandson Timmy back to the site of his family’s
farm, where the old house and a ramshackle barn still stand. The visit stirs up memories for
Grandpa Joe—in particular, the majesty of his own father's shiny red tractor, now rusting in the
forgotten fields. An ideal gift, this picture book evokes nostalgia while demonstrating a special
bond between a grandparent and grandchild.
This contemporary parable about spiritual empowerment shares a timeless truth: God has a
special purpose for you which can be unlocked through the instruction manual for how you
operate which he has left for you. You can fulfill that purpose through the help of His Spirit. A
powerful lesson based on Acts 1:8 perfectly told for little hearts.
Take your toddler on a rain forest adventure and find the adorable baby animals in this lift-theflap baby book with pictures that pop off the page! This colorful pop-up peekaboo book follows
animal parents and their babies as they play hide-and-seek in the rain forest. Babies and toddlers
can lift big flaps and see peekaboo surprises pop up from the pages: a naughty baby monkey
swinging from a tree, a lively baby tree frog leaping through the leaves, a baby elephant who loves
to splish splash in the lake, and a sleepy baby sloth hanging upside down from the branches of his
tree. The lively, read-aloud rhymes encourage literacy and early learning, while the surprise popup rain forest scenes will delight curious preschoolers. With the help of parents and caregivers,
toddlers will have fun turning the sturdy board book pages, guessing what's hiding under each
flap, and then lifting the flaps to reveal the baby animal characters and play peekaboo! Ideal for
interactive preschool play, Pop-up Peekaboo! Baby Animals will appeal to both parents and
children and is certain to keep little ones entertained time and time again!
The Big Red Tractor and the Little Village
The Story of Chocolate
Growl! Howl! Animals
Zippy Wheels: Tractors
A Plastic-Free Touch and Feel Book
"Lot's of amazing trains are inside!" -- Cover.
Simple text and photographs introduce tractors and the tasks they can perform.
Showcases a variety of trucks, from big rigs and dump trucks to mail trucks and snow plows.
Let your young tractor-lover get up close to these mighty machines! Filled with exciting vintage
tractors, powerful farming machines and the latest state-of-the-art John Deere, this tractor book
for kids shows all kinds of big and noisy farm vehicles at work. Hop inside the cab and get a
drivers-eye view! This children's book about tractors includes: - Brand-new photography shows
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galleries of colourful tractors and all their amazing attachments - Important and interesting
tractors are highlighted, with all parts clearly labelled - Covers a wide range of tractor
attachments, from ploughs to bulldozer blades, and explains all the parts and how they work Also includes weird and wonderful tractors, ploughing competitions, and tractor restoration
Explore the wonderful world of farming and see tractors big and small in action! DPS spreads and
stunning images show tractors and machinery hard at work - from ploughing and harvesting to
carrying heavy loads and building or breaking. Total Tractor! is the perfect way to engage
children aged 6-11 years with fun facts and essential stats about tractors including pulling power,
tyre size, and much more! Travel through time with the pictures of tractors through the ages.
Discover historic steam engines in incredible detail and follow their development right up to the
present day. Children will also get to explore all the different types of tractors, such as the
bulldozers and diggers in the city and the giant saw-wielding forestry tractors. This is a must-have
farm book for any child who is passionate about tractors and machinery!
Spot Goes to the Park
Pop-Up Peekaboo! Baby Animals
Tractor
Bestselling Caldecott Honor artist David Shannon tells the story of a determined duck who decides to jump
on a tractor and drive it around the barnyard and through town, with hilarious consequences! Shannon's
wildly popular, award-winning Duck on a Bike left children begging him to tell them another story about
Duck after seeing him pictured alongside a shiny red tractor. Now Duck is back and turning the farm upside
down! Flushed with the success of his trailblazing bike ride around the farm, Duck decides he's ready to drive
the tractor. As in the bestselling Duck on a Bike, all the barnyard animals share their humorous comments as
they watch Duck do the unthinkable. Then, one by one, they join him on the tractor for a ride! But what
happens when Duck drives the big red tractor through town, past the popular diner where all the locals are
having lunch? What will those folks really think when they see Duck and all the other animals riding around
on Farmer O'Dell's tractor? Filled with entertaining detail and sly jokes, readers will pore over each picture
again and again. Perfect for reading aloud!
A high-quality LEGO DUPLO book with braille and tactile images for blind and partially sighted parents and
children to share with their sighted family members. Produced in consultation with braille experts, this
LEGO DUPLO board book explores a LEGO DUPLO farm with animals including pigs, ducks, chickens,
cows, sheep and horses. It combines high contrast colours with embossed images of the models for children
to feel. Large-size text is printed alongside the braille, enabling sighted children to share the bonding
experience of reading with their visually impaired parents, or for sighted parents to share with their visually
impaired children. 2018 The LEGO Group. Produced by Dorling Kindersley under licence from the LEGO
Group.
Learn from home and explore the world with these fun and easy board books! The latest in the hit Hello,
World! board book series teaches toddlers all about reptiles—with easy-to-understand facts about snakes,
lizards, turtles, tortoises, crocodiles and alligators. Hello, World! is a series designed to introduce first
nonfiction concepts to babies and toddlers. Told in clear and easy terms ("Green pythons are born red or
yellow. They turn green in their first year") and featuring bright, cheerful illustrations, Hello, World! makes
learning fun for young children. And each page offers helpful prompts for engaging with your child. It's a
perfect way to bring science and nature into the busy world of a toddler, where learning never stops. Look for
all the books in the Hello, World! series: Solar System Weather Backyard Bugs Birds Dinosaurs
My Body How Do Apples Grow? Ocean Life Moon Landing Pets Arctic Animals
Construction Site Rainforest Animals Planet Earth Reptiles Cars and Trucks Music Baby
Animals On the Farm
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